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Common law countries have adopted varied paths to regulation of the legal profession, despite 

their common origins and similar legal tradition of lawyers and courts. Semple, Pearce and Knake have 

proposed a taxonomy of theories of legal professional regulation based on a comparative analysis of 

regulations across some common law countries.1 They have identified two major frameworks: the North 

American (comprising of United States of America and Canada) professionalist-independent 

framework; and the consumerist-competitive framework found in the Common Law jurisdictions of 

Northern Europe (comprising England and Wales) and Australia.2 While the former framework 

mandates self-regulation based on ideals including professionalism and professional independence, the 

latter framework treats clients as consumers of legal services (similar to consumers of other goods and 

services) and adopts a market oriented approach promoting protection and interests of consumers.3 As 

a consequence of differing regulatory frameworks, regulatory reforms responding to changing social 

and technological conditions in the legal profession in these countries were markedly diverse. Hence, 

while Australia, England and Wales embarked on goals of enhanced market competition and 

innovation, the United States, on the contrary, rejected market competition and innovation.4  

 The Indian legal profession has adopted the North American professionalist-independent 

framework to lawyer regulation. It has many barriers to entry and practice. Entry is guarded through 

prohibition on ownership/investment in legal businesses by non-lawyers, mandatory legal curriculum 

required to be taught in law schools and accreditation of law schools itself. Practice of law can be 

conducted after a candidate displays satisfactory education, examination qualification and sound moral 

character requirements. Post-admission, delivery of legal services is regulated with laws governing 

structure of permissible legal partnerships and businesses, and advertising restrictions.  

India’s regulatory body for lawyers, the Bar Council of India (BCI) has been criticised over the 

years on various grounds including capture, poor capacity, and transparency. The Government has 

intervened at times to introduce competitive and consumer welfare enhancing proposals. However, 
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these proposals are yet to see daylight. Consequently, the profession and the BCI have attracted 

notoriety for their status quo preserving, self-serving policies. Recently, the Ministry of Human 

Resource Development of the Government of India, passed the National Education Policy, 2020.5 While 

the policy makes several suggestions regarding improvement of higher education including legal 

education in India, yet it has shrugged from bringing forth legal education within the ambit of a 

common, single point, central regulator for higher education sector, the proposed National Higher 

Education Regulatory Council, leaving it to be primarily governed by the BCI. While this may be 

regarded as a missed opportunity to take away a core regulatory function, the regulation of legal 

education, from the ambit of a dysfunctional regulator, the Education Policy has been influential in 

providing guidance to law schools and the BCI on expected standards of legal education.     

Meanwhile, the Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI), the professional accounting 

body in India, has permitted multidisciplinary practices between accountants, auditors and other 

professionals through their regulations.6 ICAI has however clarified that partnerships with advocates 

cannot be formed until the professional regulator of lawyers, permits such relationships through an 

amendment of their existing rules that currently bars them.7 All eyes are thus on BCI to evolve from its 

status quoist stand to permit multidisciplinary partnerships with lawyers and move towards a 

consumerist-competitive framework.  

This paper evaluates recent efforts namely, the Education Policy, 2020 and the official nod to 

multidisciplinary accountancy firms, that are aiming to take the Indian legal professional regulation 

towards a consumerist-competitive framework. It charts the history of barriers to competition in the 

legal services sector through an analysis of key laws, decisions, and regulation to understand whether 

the recent circuitous route to a path of competitive services will succeed or fail. The discourse seeks to 

highlight for scholars of competition law, the unique set of challenges prevalent in India that prevent 

competition in the legal services sector and the beacon of hope amidst the dark clouds of turf protection.     
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